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LoUzs NEEx.

Institlt Folrier, Grenoble, France

This is a brief explanation of the magnetic properties of fine ferromagnetic grains of single elementary
domains, especially in reference to the influence of time on the magnetization at a given temperature. Ap-

plication is made to the interpretation of the thermoremanent magnetization of lavas and clays and to the
determination of the direction and intensity of the terrestrial magnetic field in the past. It is shown that,
when the substance contains two kinds of fine ferromagnetic grains with clearly difterent Curie points, it is
possible, under certain conditions explained in the text, that the constituent having the lowest Curie point
becomes magnetized in a direction opposite to the exterior field: there arise, by this phenomenon, interac-
tions between the grains and the demagnetizing field created by the constituent having the highest Curie
point. Also, in certain cases, the total thermoremanenf. magnetization is directed inversely to the acting
field. Recently Nagata found samples of lava in which the thermo-remanent magnetization obeys the mecha-
nism thus described. In the geophysical interpretation, there will be, then, reason to keep in mind the
possibility of this curious phenomenon, in considering the possible inversions of the terrestrial magnetic field.
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E designate here under the name of fine powders
the powders in which the grains are small enough

for each one to contain only a single elementary Weiss
domain. For this it is necessary that the diameter of the
grains be less than a certain critical value d, . This can
be evaluated by determining the diameter of a single
domain of uniform spontaneous magnetization that
possesses the same free energy as a closed configuration
having a resultant spontaneous magnetization equal to
zero. One obtains thus' a critical value given by
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where N is the coeflicient of the molecular field (5890
for iron) and a the distance between magnetically
active neighbors (2.86A for iron). Thus one finds that
the grains of iron of a diameter less than d, =320A
should contain only a single elementary domain. The
variations of magnetization of a group of such fine

grains arise then only from the rotations of the mag-
netic moments resulting from the individual grains.

In the theory of their magnetic properties' 4 one takes
account usually only of the rotations imposed by the
magnetic field applied against the different forces of
anisotropy: anisotropy of form, magnetocrystalline
anisotropy, etc. . . , but in reality the grains are already
so small that it is necessary to consider the spontaneous
rotations due to the thermal fluctuations which provoke
a kind of magnetic Brownian movement. 4 ' In a group
of identical grains one can define the time of relaxation
7.p such that, Jp being the remanent magnetization of
the group of grains at the initial instant, the magneti-

zation at the instant t is spontaneously reduced in zero

exterior field to the value J= Jpe "".
' L. Neel, Compt. rend. 224, 1488 (1947).' L. Neel, Compt. rend. 224, 1550 (1947).' L. Weil, J. phys. et radium 12, 437 (1951).
4 L. Neel, Ann. Gdophys. 5, 99 (1949).
~ L. Noel, Compt. rend. 228, 664 (1949).

where e and m are the charge and the mass of electron,
k the Boltzmann constant, v the volume of the grain, 6
its modulus of elasticity in shear, J, its spontaneous
magnetization, ), its longitudinal magnetostriction at
saturation, and D a numerical coeKcient which

depends a little on the form of the grain and which
is around 3. Finally II, is the coercive force of the
group of grains in question if the phenomenon of
spontaneous demagnetization did not exist. Table
I gives the variations of the times of relaxation as a
function of v/T, for iron.

This table shows at what point the time of relaxation
varies rapidly with the diameter of the grains. In order
that the remanent magnetization of a group of grains
remain perfectly stable, it is necessary that their time of
relaxation be at least equal to 10' sec. Equation (1)
shows that the diameter of the supposed spherical grain
must then be at least equal to a certain critical diameter
d, =160A. This discussion shows that the diameter of
the grains of iron powder, used in the manufacture of
permanent magnets, must lie within well determined
limits. Experimental results of Bertaut confirm this
point of view. '

Let us suppose now that we are concerned with a
group of grains that are perfectly stable at ordinary
temperature, that is, such that their time of relaxation
7'p is practically infinite. In order to produce a substan-

TABLE I.

~p 10 '
v/. T' 3

10 10' 10' 10' 10' sec
3.9 4.7 5.4 6.2 7,0 10~' cm~/degree

' F. Bertaut, Compt. rend. 229, 417 (1949).

Approximate evaluation of this type of relaxation
gives the result4 '
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tial remanent magnetization in this group, it is neces-
sary to apply a magnetic Geld of the same magnitude as
the coercive force8, . As shown in Eq. (2) it is the
exponential term which determines the variations of wo.

This time of relaxation diminishes at the same time as
the factor P,J,/T which appears in the exponential:
this factor tends toward zero at the Curie point because
J, approaches zero and H, diminishes when the tem-
perature nscs. Thus there exists a certain temperature
Tb, lower than the Curie point called the blockilg tein-

peratgrs, at which the time of relaxation has the order
of magnitude of the duration of an experiment, several
seconds to several minutes. Above this temperature,
magnetization of a group of grains follows in a reversible
Rnd practlcaHy 1QstRntRncous lTlanncl thc VR11Rtlons of
the applied 6eld and there is no more hysteresis. This
blocking temperature depends on the nature and the
dimensions of thc gx'MQs.

At the blocking temperature and in the magnetic 6eld
Hb the magnetic moment resulting from a group of Ã
identical gx'Mns ls

Ms= XeJs tanh(e J~p/kTs), (3)

where Jb represents the value of the spontaneous mag-
netization of the grain at the blocking temperature.
This expression results from an equilibrium, according
to Lenz's law, between two possible orientations, anti-
parallel to each other, of the magnetic moment eJb of
the grain. This equilibrium is de6ned by the value of
the hyperbolic tangent, tanh(JsK/kTs).

Now if one lowers the temperature below Tb mhile

keeping the magnetic 6e1d, at least at the beginning,
at the same value Hb, the time of relaxation becomes
rapidly very big and the passage from onc orientation
of equilibrium to another becomes practically impos-
sible. The magnetic moment of each grain preserves the
orientation that it had at the temperature Tb. In other
mords the hyperbolic tangent maintains the same value.
The magnetic moment resulting from the S grains con-
tinues meanmhil. e to vary because of the thermal varia-
tlon of the spontaneous magnetization. At, the tempera-
tuxc To, lomcx than Tb, Rt whKh tllc spontRncous
magnetization possesses the value Jo, this resulting
moment Mo m'111 bc glvcn by

Ms =XsJs tanh(rt JsHs/kTs). (4.)

The dlscusslon of this fox'D1U1R shows that lf 'v ls big
enough, it is possible to communicate in this manner to
the grains a resulting moment which is of the order of
size of the saturation moment NeJO, using a field Bb
much lower than the coercive Geld P,. The magnetiza-
tion thus communicated. , is known under the name of
thermo-rgmaeeet magnetism'tioe, in order to distinguish it
from the remanent magnetization measured. ordinarily
at ordinary temperature and CRHcd isothermic remanent
magnetization. Thermo-remanent magnetization has R

large stability because, in order to modify its value, it
is necessary to apply magnetic 6elds of the order of

magnitude of H„ that is, much larger than thc 6cld Hb

which gave risc to it at the temperature Tb. Finally, as
long as the acting magnetic Gelds remain small com-
pared with the coercive Geld H„ the magnetization of
the group of grains remains completely 6xed in-magni-
tude and in orientation by the held IIb, which acts on it
Rt thc moment when, fox' thc last tlInc, its tcInpcx'Rtul'e

passes through the value Tb of blocking. In order to
Inodify the magnetization of this group in a weak 6eld,
lt ls necessary to heat lt to thc tcIDpcraturc Tb.

These considerations have permitted. us to explain4
theoretically why the clays Rnd. lavas preserve for an
inde6nite time a remanent magnetization parallel to the
direction of the terrestrial magnetic Geld that acted on
them during cooling.

In a group of heterogeneous grains there exists a
whole scllcs of blocklQg temperatures cxtcndiQg from
ordinary temperatures to the highest Curie point of
constituents. The 'result is that if the ma, gnetic 6eM
has varied during cooling the group of grains is able to
register the history of this variation in a sensitive man-
Iier and to preserve it inde6nitely at ordinary tempera-
tures. One can later Gnd it again by a series of progressive
reheatings. In an analogous fashion the curious phenom-
ena discovered by Thellier' and Nagata' have been
explained.

The theory of these phenomena is relatively simple
when one neglects the interactions between the grains,
that is, when the grains are largely separated from each
other. In particular, lct us consider a group of identical
ferromagnetic grains which have the form of an elon-

gRtcd cHipsoid of x'evoh1tloQ Rnd of which the RQlsotropy
is only an anisotropy of form. Their demagnetizing co-
eKcient along the major axis can be put equal to 4'/3
—I, where e varies from 0 for a sphere to 4rr/3 for a cyl-
inder. Let us suppose also that the grains are dispersed
in a clus/er limited exteriorly by a sphere and oriented at
randoIQ along the three mutually perpendicular direc-
tions. We mill designate by c the fraction of the total
volume of the cluster in each one of these categories;
this is a measure of the density of the grouping of the

grains and varies between 0 and, 3. Let us suppose now

that the Geld Bb, applied at the blocking temperature

Tb of the grains in question, is SUKciently weak so that
the argument vJsHs/kTs of the hyperbolical tangent of

Eq. (4) is small compared with one. One 6nds then that
the average remanent magnetization of the cluster at
thc temperature To is glvcn by thc formula

J—cEsbHb) (5)

if one neglects the interactions between the grains and
lf OQC putS

R= Js/Js and ss='vJs /kTa.

' E. Thellier, thesis, Paris, 1938;Ann. Inst. Phys. Globe 16, 157
(1938);see also bibliography in reference 4.

8 T. Nagata, Bull. Earthquake Research Inst. 21 (March, p. 1)
(1943).
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When one considers these interactions, one must write

with
J= cRSbIJb,

1—2c
Sb ——

(1—2c/3)/sb+ crt

(6)

In the lavas to which the preceding formulas are
applicable, one finds that R is about 4, sb of the order of
6 to 8, rb about 1.7 (corresponding to an ellipsoid of
elongation 1.8) while c lies between 0.03 and 0.20.
Practically Sb diGers generally little from sb, the effect
of the interaction is not very important.

The formulas (5) and (6) show also that the ther-
moremanent magnetization is proportional to Hb when
Bb is small. One can also show that it is parallel to
the field Hb and in the same direction, which has a priori
appeared perfectly obvious.

The phenomena become complicated and can become
extremely interesting if the cluster considered above
contains two kinds A and 8 of ferromagnetic grains
possessing clearly different Curie points such that the
blocking temperature T of the constituent A having the
highest Curie point is above the Curie--point of the
constituent 8. Under these conditions, at the instant
in the course of cooling when the temperature has
attained the Curie point of 8, the constituent A has
already assumed, under the actinn of the applied field

Hb, a thermo-remanent magnetization which is hence-
forth quenched and which will increase automatically
during the subsequent cooling without letting itself be
inAuenced by the variations of the existing field. The
thermo-remanent magnetization of 8 develops then
under the action of a field equal to the geometric sum
of the applied field IIb and of the demagnetizing field
created by the grains of A. It may well happen that the
demagnetizing field created by A is larger than Hb so
that the total field acting on 8 is dhrected As the direction
oPPosite to Hb. The constituent 8 is then magnetized in
a direction opposite to that of the applied field. It can
happen also that the thermo-remanent magnetization of
8 is greater than that of A in absolute value; under these
conditions the total thermo-remanent magnetization re-
sulting from the cluster is directed in the direction
opposite to the field which originated it.

If the constituents A and 8 are formed of grains of
the same volume and shape, with the same value of R,
and with the individual concentrations each one equal
to 3c, the theory shows' that the thermo-remanent mag-
netization of the group is certainly negative when the
following inequality is satisfied:

2 [1—4c+ (Bc'/3) ]
csRsbg

(1—2c)—(2/R) (1—3c)

With the values of R, e, and sb indicated above, it is
only necessary that the concentration 3c of each of the
constituents is greater than 0.28 for this condition to
fulfilled. In order that negative thermo-remanence ap-
pear, it is absolutely necessary that the grains be
elongated. For spherical grains (n=0), the preceding
inequality cannot be satisfied.

Experiment shows that the concentrations of the
ferromagnetic constituents of lavas are generally less
than the limiting value of 0.28 given above. But it is
not necessary, in order to obtain a negative thermo-rem-
anent magnetization, that this be the average con-
centration of the ferromagnetic constituents. It is

sufhcient that it be obtained within the complex clusters
of grains. For example, one can imagine grains formed

by the segregation in two phases, having different Curie
points, of a solid homogeneous solution stable at a
high temperature; here the necessary large concentra-
tion is automatically realized.

To summarize, the theory shows that it is possible
for certain lavas to acquire a thermo-remanent magneti-
zation directed inversely to the field which produced it.
It is thus possible that certain inversions of the terres-
trial magnetic field, supposed to occur in the course of
geological ages and deduced from the remanent mag-
netization of the lavas, is in reality due simply to the
specific properties of said lavas. Recently the Japanese
geophysicist Nagata discovered, "among the discharge
products of the Haruna volcano, samples of lava which

assumed negative thermoremanent magnetization in the
laboratory. These samples contain two ferromagnetic
constituents. This discovery constitutes a good experi-
mental verification of the proposed theory. "

9 L. Neel, Ann. Gdophys. 7, 90 (1951)."T. Nagata, Nature (London} 169, 704 (1952).
"L.Noel, Compt rend. 234, 1991 (1952).

DISCUSSION

JOHN W. GRAHAM, Carnegie Irbstitutiorb of Wash
ingtorb, Departmerbt of Terrestriat Magrbetism, Washing
ton, D. C. :For a number of years at the Department of
Terrestrial Magnetism we have been studying the
extent to which it may be possible to trace the history
of the earth's magnetic field in geologic time by ob-
servations of the magnetic properties of rocks. As early
as 1949 we found it necessary from our observations to
propose that the so-called inverse magnetizations of

some rocks should be explained by factors other than a
reversal of the sense of the earth's magnetic field or
shifting of continental masses relative to the earth' s
magnetic axis. Professor Neel's subsequent treatment
of this problem is thus of considerable interest and
importance to us.

This summer we made extensive field samplings and
observations in some remarkably well preserved and
unweathered late pre-Cambrian diabase dikes in north-


